
Scrubbed Story  

 (By: Scrubbed269)  

THE TO DO LIST!  

 It was my vacation and I was on the first day-yes a week off from the children and no papers or 

getting up! YES!  

CLICK CLICK CLICK!  

Oh yes here i am hitting the keys of my computer and I have that big long boaring list of things 

to do u p stairs!  

He left for me saying “no computer until all this is done!” OH yes Sir no problem!  

Well I’m only checking my e mail before getting started on last nights dishes and then the  

Refrigerator!-gag I hate doing that but the housekeeper won’t do it! Well I still have plenty of 

time no problem.  

CLICK CLICK CLICK!  

Not the right keys –now I’m using the computer but hearing his keys in the door!!!!  

OH MY GOD! Not even cleaned my self or not one thing on the list done!  

I call up stairs and say “hi hon. how was your day?” NO ANSWER! OH SHIT ! THE TO DO 

LIST!  

I sign off and run up the stairs and he is not even on the first floor. Well nothing taken out for 

dinner so he comes back to the kitchen and I offer to call and make reservations—the best thing I 

do make! He said NO YOU ARE A LAZY SLOB! Moi?  

Never  

I try kidding with him but it is not working so ok I shall make dinner –oh god he wants eggplant! 

That is so complicated! But I start and he says “no you will not cook for me you have not even 

cleaned yourself1”  

 OH MY GOD I HAD NOT SHOWERED!  He told me I had 10 and only ten to get showered and 

cleaned up and FIX upstairs and get back here or I will PAY!  

(WHAT DID THAT MEAN?) ok I go up stairs and find the bed STRIPPED and all over the 

bedroom floor! Well I either shower or make the bed can’t do both in 10 minutes! I choose 

showering!  



After my shower and shampoo-military style-(fast) I put my wet hair in a bun in the back so it 

looks tidy. I start to do the bed but the ding goes off down stairs! Oh shit the 10 minutes!  

Down I run and find him at the kitchen with the times in his hand—YOU FAILED TO MAKE 

THE TIME!  

You need some work on that! So now you will clean up this sty and then make me a good dinner 

and pay for your sins of laziness!  

I start to load the dishwasher and he stops me and says NO! NO MORE DISHWASHER FOR 

ONE MONTH! WHY? I YELL!  

Because you must become more disciplined and I will help you! Now get to the sink and start 

washing and when I tell you to bend over and pull those pants down!  

To be continued………  

   


